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I n September 2002, Yunnan Yuxi Hongta
(Group) Co., Ltd. purchased 18 Rein-

hausen VACUTAP® AVT on-load tap-
changers. The reason for this was that four
Chinese tap-changers had blown up due to
a short circuit. One of them exploded
while the operator was only 2-3 meters
away. It was very dangerous. 

It has been three years since Hongta
Group purchased the 18 Reinhausen tap-
changers in November 2002, all of them
still in perfect working order. According 
to a company spokesman Reinhausen tap-
changers are easy to handle, stable and
reliable. “This is quite rare among the whole
electronic equipment Hongta Group is
using. We are very confident of Reinhausen
on-load tap-changers and satisfied with
Reinhausen’s after-sales service. In the
future, we will massively promote Rein-
hausen tap-changers in branches such as
cigarette, metal and power supply.”

Yunnan Kunming Cigarette Factory
purchased one Reinhausen tap-changer in
December 2003 as well. There have been
no problems since then. Recently, Kun-
ming Cigarette Factory has signed another
contract for 4 Reinhausen tap-changers
which will replace 20 domestic tap-chang-
ers in 2006. –––– 
Contact: sales@mr-china.cn
www.hongta.com

T he Power Supply Bureau of China’s 
tropical island paradise Hainan recently

ordered two VACUTAP® VR tap-changers
for its 220kV Yangpu transformer sub-
station. Hainan has used Reinhausen pro-
ducts for more than 25 years and recently
decided to change to the new Reinhausen
vacuum technology. The authorities are in-
terested in promoting the tourist industry
and therefore invest in a safe and stable
power supply network. Hainan Island is
certainly one of the true tropical island
paradises and is famous for its wide-
stretching beaches. Being China's most
favorite tourist destination you would
expect a billion people fighting over beach
space, but not at all… Scenes from the hotel
windows are like pages from glossy travel
magazines. It’s all empty white sand beaches

and lovely sunsets. The 13,100sq km island
is almost the size of Taiwan and three
times larger than Bali. There is no heavy
industry or pollution, and with more than
half of the island forested, the air is fresh
and clean. About one million of the seven
million people living here is made up of
Miao, Li and Hui minorities, whose tradi-
tional agricultural lifestyles continue
inland. The rest are Han Chinese. Moreover,
as China’s southernmost island - Hainan
occupies the same latitude as Hawaii - it is
bikini hot all year round.

To provide a sufficient electricity supply
China Southern Grid last year finalized the
construction of a high-voltage cable to
cross the Qiongzhou Straits. Designed to
have 600 MW of power transmission
capacity with another potential 1200 MW

to be retained for further expansion, the
cross-strait project consists of laying 
31-km of undersea cable and altogether
144 km of over-strait cable. The cable con-
nects two 500-kV converting substations,
one in Haikou, the capital of Hainan, and
another in Guangdong's Zhanjiang City. 

With the order of the first two 
VACUTAP® VRCs 400 Hainan Power
Supply Bureau puts another brick in the
wall to provide a safe and maintenance-
low power supply network. Changzhou
Transformer Works will install the units in
two 120MVA transformers. These devices
are maintenance-free up to 300,000 tap-
changing operations. This helps to 
significantly reduce service life costs and
increase transformer availability. –––– 
Contact: robert.schwertner@mr-china.cn
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VACUTAP® AVT for dry type
transformers work perfectly

Small photos show the situation at Hongta before
(above) and after installing VACUTAP® AVT OLTCs.


